It is generally known that under the generalized Riemann hypothesis one could establish the Goldbach conjecture by the circle method provided one could obtain a certain estimate for the integral of the representation function over the minor arcs.
INTRODUCTION
LetN>NN,andlog'5N<P<NEfor&>0.Letx,=x,(N)=P/N. When 0 < h < q <P and (h, q) = 1, let M(q, h) denote the closed interval [h/q -xo, h/q + x0], a so-called major arc.
It is easily shown, for any choice of P, that all the M(q. h) are disjoint and contained in the closed interval [x0, 1 +x0].
For each N let m(N) be those points in [x0, 1 + x0] which are not in any closed neighborhood (major arc) of radius x0 about any rational number h/q, where (h, q) = 1 and q < P.
For each N let m*(N) be those points in [x0, 1 + x0] which are not in any closed neighborhood (major arc) of radius x0 about any rational number h/q, where (h,q)= 1, (q,N)= 1, and q<P. In Section 4 of this paper we establish In Section 6 of this paper we show that a particuIar natural approach for eliminating the condition (q, N) = 1 in Theorem 1.2 will not work. Let y = log n, and the proof follows.
LEMMA 2.2. We have C,,, (l/m"'") = O(exp(c log3" n)). SO that log A(n) < &,, log(1 + 100p-5'8) < C Cplnp~~"', and the proof follows from Lemma 2.1. LEMMA 2.3. We have Cm,n,mGy 1 = O(y"' exp(c log"' n)).
Proof. This is immediate by Lemma 2.2.
Proof. This is immediate by [6, Theorem 3281. zq 4 (9) Proof. It is shown in [ 12, p. 27 ) that p*(k) P(9) ',cN)= 2 $2(k) q;,k m='l + '2, Proof. This is established in [7, p. 381 . Let
LEMMA 2.10. There are positive numbers C,, , C,?, and C,, such that, for every suflciently large number N, (i) For every q, h such that q < exp((log N)'j2) and (q, h) = 1 It'e have whenever N3'4 < X < N,
(ii) there is just one pair r,/I such that for every q, h with q < exP((log N)"') and (9, h) = 1, and every X with N"' < X < N, we hatle Adding (3.3) $(q) times for some fixed q <P it follows that
Now summing over all q < P it follows that
q$P O<h<s th.q)=l LEMMA 3.1. We have N log -' N < r(N).
ProoJ This is established in [lo, p. 151.
LEMMA 3.2. We have C,,,, (2/x,$(q)) = o(N logm2 N).
ProoJ: This is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2.9.
LEMMA 3.3. We have F(h, q, N) < (PN)' exp(-c log N)"').
ProoJ We have F(h, q, N) <A, + A, + A,, where
We estimate A, :
< q + x C, 1 N exp(-C,,(log N)"*) (by Lemma 2.10) O<l<q < C,,PNexp(-C,,(log N)"'), so that A, < C,,PN' exp(-C,,(log N)"*).
We it is easy to see that Ai < C,,P'N '14. By Lemma 2.10 it follows easily that Aj' < C,, P2N2 exp(-C,,(log N)"'). Clearly, A, Q C,, P*N, so the proof is completed. CIz, C*), where 0 < C* <co is to be chosen later. Let P, = exp(jC,,(log N)"') and let P, = P:". Fix N > No. Case 1. r > P,. Let P = P,, so that none of the q's are divided by r. Then the proof is immediate by the same argument used to establish Theorem 1.3. 
AN IMPORTANT COUNTEREXAMPLE
The computer results in [9] indicate that the 
